Open Source at SAP - Resources

Presentations

- Black Duck Software Webinar: "Open Source as a Strategic Business Enabler: A Case Study with SAP"
- Presentation by Claus von Riegen at the Open Source Business Conference 2010 in San Francisco
- Keynote Presentation by Mark Yolton at the Open Source Meets Business 2009 Conference in Nuremberg

SAP Press Releases

- SAP Contributes New Tool to Open Source Eclipse Developer Community
- SAP Extends Commitment to Open Source, Increases Eclipse Membership Status and Joins Additional Eclipse Projects
- SAP Joins Apache Communities, Extending Commitment to Open Source Technologies

External Press Releases

- Eclipse Makes Available New Release of Eclipse Virgo
- Black Duck Announces SAP's Selection of Its Black Duck Suite to Help Developers Manage Increasing Use of Open Source Software

Open Source Projects With Active SAP Participation (not a complete list)

Eclipse

- Statistics About SAP's Overall Contributions to the Projects at the Eclipse Foundation
- Statistics About SAP's Contributions to Projects at the Eclipse Foundation by Project
- Eclipse e4 Project
- Eclipse Memory Analyzer
- Eclipse Web Tools Platform (WTP) Project
- Eclipse WTP EJB Tools
- Eclipse EGit
- Eclipse Pave
- Eclipse Graphiti
- Eclipse Virgo

Apache

- Apache Chemistry
- Apache VXQuery

SDN Blog Highlights

- "Open Source at SAP in 2010" by Erwin Tenhumberg
- "Pictures and Videos from the Eclipse DemoCamp in Walldorf" by Erwin Tenhumberg
- "Open Source at SAP in 2009" by Erwin Tenhumberg
- "This was the Eclipse DemoCamp in Walldorf" by Karsten Schmidt

SAP TechEd Live Interviews

- SAP TechEd 2009 Interview about Open Source with Erwin Tenhumberg
- SAP TechEd 2009 Interview about Product Development and Open Source with Hervé Couturier
- SAP TechEd 2009 Interview about Open Innovation and Open Source with Claus von Riegen
Investments by SAP Ventures

- Past and Present Investments in Open Source Vendors by SAP Ventures

External

- "SAP as a case study for open source engagement" by Matthew Aslett from The 451 Group
- SAP Developer Lars Vogel Wins the Eclipse Community Award 2010 in the Category "Top Contributor"
- Matt Asay on Twitter: "SAP and open source in 2009: Getting well beyond baby steps"
- Roberto Galoppini in his blog: "SAP open source strategy is getting more and more mature"